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| SCHÖNOX Wall Levelling Compounds - Heroes of the Wall

SCHÖNOX A1 -

SCHÖNOX A4 -

SCHÖNOX A6 -

SCHÖNOX RDF -

SCHÖNOX aDECO® KS-

The traditional

The reliable

The powerful

The all-rounder

The premium

| SCHÖNOX A1

| The traditional hero
for interior works. |

| Sturdy, grindable
and smoothable. |
Our expert for full-surface levelling on mineral substrates
with a layer-thickness of at least 1mm. Whether used in
old or new buildings, this gypsum based filler can handle
any task. The wall levelling compound is:

Sturdy and highly fillable
Smoothable and grindable
Permeable to diffusion
Free of cracks even in thicker layers
Smooth to apply
	Acts as a breathable substrate for paints, binders
and adhesives

| SCHÖNOX A4

always ready to use. |

| Powerful, easily and
very smoothable. |
With this reliable hero, you can be sure that you are fully equipped everyday.
This hero shows his strength particularly in dry constructions or filigree con
cretes and thanks to the Liquid Technology, SCHÖNOX A4 is smooth and easy
to apply. These characteristics make him a hero:

Dust reduced
Very sturdy and highly fillable
Finely grained
Grindable
Contains functional fibres
Highly synthetic-resin modified
Quality level Q1 - Q4
Joint filler for closing joints without cover strip: EN 13963 - type 48

Liquid-Technology:
The wall levelling compound becomes smooth
while applying and evening up allowing easier and
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| The reliable allrounder is
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faster filling of ceiling and wall surfaces.

| SCHÖNOX A6

hybrid-top-performer ready to take off. |

| Faster, lighter and unbeatable.
The consumption-optimized hybrid-filler convinces on site even without
priming on matt dispersion paint. The long working time of four hours is
ideal for large areas and can be spray applied, allowing this hero to achieve
his goal with ease. These characteristics describe his performances:

Dust reduced
Grindable
Due to the long working time very good for embedding of system fleece
Fast drying by hydration
Highly fillable

Liquid-Technology:
The wall levelling compound becomes smooth
while applying and evening up allowing easier and
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| Consumption-optimized
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faster filling of ceiling and wall surfaces.

| SCHÖNOX RDF

| The battlesome all-rounder reliable on numerous surfaces. |

| Powerful, safe and
easy to apply. |
With this power pack for the wall, work can be carried out much faster with
just one product being used on many different surfaces, and with the help
of the unique white cement base, a primer almost falls into disuse. This
power pack is easy to apply with excellent grindability and whether used in
old or new buildings, renovation or refurbishment, you know you are in safe
hands. These characteristics make him a hero:

Dust reduced
Low tension/stress
Very sturdy and highly fillable
Grindable
Fast drying (drying by hydration): up to 10 mm after 24 hours
In many cases no priming required (e.g. dry construction elements)

| SCHÖNOX aDECO ® KS

| The high flyer for high
quality smooth walls. |

| Faster, easier, cleaner,
more efficient. |
| SCHÖNOX aDECO ® KS
This all purpose sprayable lightweight wall levelling is suitable for
almost every surface, e. g. facade surfaces, concrete or cement plaster
and swimming pools.

Very long potlife
Consumption optimised
Sprayable
For interior and exterior
Suitable for moisture-prone areas and related high duty areas

| SCHÖNOX Wall Levelling Compounds

| More power on walls
and ceilings. |

| SCHÖNOX A1 –
The traditional

| SCHÖNOX A4 –
The reliable

| SCHÖNOX A6 –
The powerful

| SCHÖNOX RDF –
The all-rounder

| SCHÖNOX aDECO ® KS –
The premium

Basis:

gypsum

Basis:

Basis:	white cement with

Basis:	white cement with

Basis:	white cement with

Pot life:

approx. 45 min.

Pot life:	approx. 50 min.

Colour:

white-beige

Colour:	white

gypsum

Pot life:
Drying time:

Drying time:

depends on layer

depends on layer

thickness approx. 2 - 24 hours

thickness approx. 2 - 24 hours

Material consumption:

Material consumption:

1.0 kg/m 2 /mm

1.0 kg/m 2 /mm

special synthetic

special synthetic

special synthetic

hardening

hardening

hardening and leight

4 hours

weight fillers

Pot life:	approx. 30 min.

Pot life:	6-8 hours

Colour:	white-beige

Colour:	white

Drying time:

Drying time:

up to 5 mm after 24 hours suitable for

up to 10 mm after 24 hours suitable

Drying time:

paperhanging, painting as well as for

for paperhanging, painting as well as

approx. 12 hours

applying synthetic resin plaster

for applying synthetic resin plaster

Material consumption:

Material consumption:

0.8 kg/m 2 /mm

1.0 kg/m 2 /mm

Colour:

white

Material consumption:
approx. 0.8 kg/m 2 /mm

Please consider our product data sheets, applicable recommendations, guidelines and DIN regulations.
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